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Analyzing the photocurrent spectra and theI –V characteristics of weakly coupled GaAs/AlGaAs
multiquantum well structures, different transport regimes are distinguished. At low temperatures
~below ;50 K!, due to the electron coherence over a few periods of the superlattice, electron
transport is dominated by sequential resonant tunneling. At higher temperatures, evidences for the
increased contribution of nonresonant transport processes, and the subsequent modification in the
electric field distribution in the device, are presented. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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Electron transport in multiple quantum well~MQW! su-
perlattices is dominated by sequential resonant tunne
when resonant coupling between adjacent wells exists. T
is the origin of a negative differential resistance mechan
whose attendant instabilities give rise to electric field dom
~EFD! formation in the MQW region.1–3 Esaki and Chang1

first studied this effect in a strongly coupled MQW structu
They observed discontinuities in theI –V characteristics with
an average separation equal to the subband spacing~in
volts! in each quantum well~QW!.1,3 This was explained
through the formation of high and low EFDs in the structu
and the stepwise increase in the high field domain~HFD!
size with increasing external bias.

Even though it is the electron coherence over distan
of at least the order of neighboring well separation which
the origin of resonant tunneling, it is difficult to directly re
late the dc transport experiments to the electron cohere
length. Recently, the sensitivity of the photocurrent spec
in single-bound state MQW structures to well spacings a
to the electric field was used to investigate electron coh
ence effects and the electric field distribution in the devic4

In this letter, we report on the effect of the temperature
current transport in MQW devices, showing how the tra
port changes from being dominated by sequential reso
tunneling at low temperatures to domination by nonreson
processes at higher temperatures. Evidences for these
resonant transport mechanisms which lead to strong cha
in the electric field distribution in the device are also p
sented.

The sample used for this study was grown by molecu
beam epitaxy on a~100! semi-insulating GaAs substrate.
consists of 50 periods of 4 nm GaAs wells, uniformly dop
with Si to n5231018 cm23, separated by 20 nm
Al0.22Ga0.78As barriers. As discussed in Ref. 4, the sam
was designed to have one bound state in the well, and a
resonant state highly in the continuum, about 24 meV ab
the barrier. Devices with 200mm diameter were fabricate
by standard photolithography and wet chemical etching te
niques. The peak at;155 meV in the photocurrent spectru
at Vbias522 V andT510 K, as shown in Fig. 1~a!, corre-
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sponds to the transition from the ground state to the fi
continuum resonant state of an isolated QW. The auxili
peak at;187 meV is due to electron interference effec
over a few superlattice periods. The sample manifested
same peaks at all biases between20.3 and24.3 V. This is
explained through the formation of EFDs in the superlatt
because the main contribution to the photocurrent com
from photoexcited carriers in the HFD. Increasing the ext
nal bias increases the size of the HFD, but it does not cha
the strength of HFD electric field, and so the shape of
photoresponse spectrum is not modified significantly. T
calculated absorption spectrum based on the self-consis
solution of the Schro¨dinger and Poisson equations is show
in Fig. 1~b!.4 Assuming electron coherence length of a fe
periods of the superlattice and an electric field strength
;31 kV/cm in the HFD, one can deduce the positions of
peaks in good agreement with the experimental photocur
spectrum.

The current–voltage characteristics are shown in Fig
The low temperature oscillatory behavior, which is bet
shown in Fig. 3, is more evidence for the existence of EF
in the superlattice.4 Figure 3 shows also the sweep-up a
the sweep-down measurements of theI –V characteristics,
which supports the multistability observation of Ref. 5, a
is an indication of the complexity of the growth of electr
field domains in the device.6

As long as incoherent transport processes~such as ther-
mionic emission or nonresonant tunneling! are not dominat-
ing the current, it should be possible to observe sequen
resonant tunneling and electric field domain formation
higher temperatures. The measured photocurrent spectru
T550 K @see Fig. 1~a!# had a main peak at;150 meV,
corresponding to the intersubband transition from the gro
state to the first resonant state. The small redshift of the p
position relative to that atT510 K can be explained by a
reduction of the electric field strength in the HFD becau
the effective mass and the conduction band offset temp
ture dependencies can be neglected in this tempera
range.7 The self-consistent simulation gives an electric fie
strength of;26 kV/cm in the HFD. One also notices th
presence of side peak at;182 meV in the photocurrent spec
trum atT550 K. This peak, being an indication of electro
coherence over the QW structure,4 is, however, less pro-
203333/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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nounced than the 10 K one. This suggests an increased
tribution of incoherent processes to the photocurrent sp
trum at higher temperatures. The reduction of electric fi
might also contribute to this observation~the resonance stat
is less localized for smaller electric field!. The oscillations in
the 50 K I –V characteristics show the still dominant EF
formation in the device.

At a temperature of 70 K, the side peak at;182 meV is
almost invisible@see Fig. 1~a!#. This implies a possible short
ening of the electron coherence length and/or electric fi
nonuniformity due to the fact that the three dimensional~3D!
cathode has to provide large 2D current in the superlatti8

In contrast to intersubband transitions between bound sta
these bound-to-continuum transitions are very sensitive

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental photoresponse spectra atVbias522 V ~defined
with respect to the bottom contact! for different temperatures; solid line
T510 K, dashed line:T550 K, dash-dotted line:T570 K. ~b! Theoretical
absorption spectrum for two superlattice periods atT510 K and assumed
F5231 kV/cm.

FIG. 2. Dark current–voltage characteristics for different temperatu
solid line:T510 K, dashed line:T550 K, dash-dotted line:T570 K.
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both electron coherence length and the value of the inte
electric field. This sensitivity is caused by the extended
ture of the excited states and by the electron wave inter
ence effect over the neighboring quantum wells.

In a time-independent picture, one can include explici
the electron coherence length in the calculation of the
sorption spectrum by introducing an electron mean free p
Le.

9 The fraction of electrons that are coherent in the proc
of photon absorption over a distancex in the superlattice is
equal tok•e2x/Le, wherek 5 1/((x5xmin

xmax e2x/Le) is a normal-

ization constant, and the corresponding absorption is re
sented bya(x). The terma(x) is calculated assuming elec
tronic wave functions probing the superlattice structure o
a distance ofx. Because of the electron scattering, quant
wells and the potential distribution beyond this distance w
not affect the electronic wave functions in a determinis
manner and they should not lead to any pronounced struc
in the absorption spectrum.10 The overall absorption is thu
given by

ā 5(
x

ke2x/Lea~x!.

Figure 4 shows the calculated absorption spectra at an e

s;

FIG. 3. The dark current–voltage characteristics for increasing bias s
~thick line! and decreasing bias scan~thin line! at T510 K.

FIG. 4. Theoretical absorption spectra for assumed different electric fiel
the quantum well structure and different electron coherent length.
Xu, Shakouri, and Yariv
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tric field of 31 kV/cm, for two assumed different values
electron coherence length. One notices the disappearan
side peaks for short coherence lengths.

The theoretical absorption spectra at different elec
fields, and assuming a fixed electron coherent length of
nm, are also shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent that the side p
is very weak for low electric fields. To see how these tw
effects ~a change in the electron coherence length o
change in theinternal electric field! are contributing to the
high temperature photocurrent spectra, we consider theI –V
characteristics at 70 K~Fig. 2!. No appreciable oscillations
are evident. The current is dominated by nonresonant tun
ing or thermally assisted processes, and there is no seque
resonant tunneling induced EFD formation in the device. T
calculated absorption spectra for a uniform electric field
16.6 kV/cm and two different values of electron cohere
length are shown in Fig. 4. The disappearance of the au
iary peak at 70 K can be explained assuming an elec
coherence of length less than 24 nm or a nonuniform elec
field distribution in the superlattice.

It is interesting to note that the peak positions in t
photocurrent spectra at 70 K have avoltage dependencein
contrast to the low temperature ones. This is consistent w
having no electric field domains in the device. One can se
blueshift of;1.3 meV, when increasing the bias from22 to
23 V.

In conclusion, studying the photocurrent spectra and
I –V characteristics of single-bound state MQW structur
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 4, 15 February 1997
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the resonant tunneling and EFD formation were analyz
Evidence for domination of incoherent transport mechanis
at higher temperatures was presented. Electron coher
length shortening and/or electric field nonuniformity in th
superlattice are the likely cause for the disappearance of
auxiliary peak in the photocurrent spectra at high tempe
tures.
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